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New York Times Current History
This is a fun book because we serve a fun God. Check yourself out in this book. Do you know your spouse? Does he/she love
chicken or beef better? How does he/she love you? This is a book about sex and love, and God inspired it. He gave you sex
and wants you to enjoy it as an act of holy worship. The book's website, www.NotYourEnemy.info, is for your questions and
comments. The scope of teaching includes six years of conducting marriage workshops in various locations in the San
Francisco East Bay in Northern California. Larry and Beverly Bentley were also featured as guest speakers for seminar
appearances involving marriage and recovery. Their ten-week workshop entitled "And the Two Shall Become One" was a
Bible-based presentation structured around God's ten principles for marriage from the Bible.

Time's Enemy
Once he takes his pound of flesh from her, will she steal his heart? I’m Jett, self-made billionaire. I have everything I could
ever want—except revenge. Eight years ago, my best friend and I planned to start a business together… Until I fell for his
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little sister. After he found out, he stole my idea and made a fortune. She took his side and stabbed me in the back. Now
he’s in financial straits, while I’m richer than I ever dreamed. So I made Whitney a bargain: forty million dollars in exchange
for a week of her body. But now that she’s in my bed, what if it's not animosity I feel? What if I fall for her again? Enjoy this
Forbidden Confession. HEA guaranteed!

The New York Times Current History
Private papers, letters, and journals shed new light on Kennedy family relationships and underlie an account of Robert
Kennedy's private and public lives, the forces that shaped him, and his impact on the United States.

Lectures on Ancient History, from the Earliest Times to the Taking of Alexandria by
Octavianus
Hate me, or love me. The three books in this box set each illustrate how fine a line it is Savage Love: I hate him. He’s made
my life a living hell every day since we were five years old. When the perfect job opportunity presents itself, I’ll do anything
to get it, even if it means having to compete with him for it. I will crush him, even if my body has other ideas. Not Sorry: To
Sean Burrows, I am writing to inform you that I would like to apply for the management position. I have attached my
resume. P.S. I’m sorry for kissing you on the lips when I first met you. Finding Perfect: I want the perfect man, and Ace
Knight isn’t him. He’s a foul-mouthed, pothead, tattooed bastard. But he thinks I’m the perfect woman for him, so he made
me an offer I can’t refuse. I need the money. But what if he expects me to sleep with him? I can’t. I won’t.

The Educational Times, and Journal of the College of Preceptors
Cartouche: the French Jack Sheppard. A romance. Illustrated with engravings, etc
USA TODAY bestselling author Back from the dead, this heiress wants answers… But will she find love? When CEO Ward
Benally finds a beautiful brunette in his office, he assumes she’s a corporate spy. But Brea Steele is the long-lost daughter
of the company’s founder, desperate to uncover the truth about her mother’s death. Ward will help, and keep her close—as
his pretend love interest. Yet as their fake romance turns real, will the truth shatter their fragile alliance?

Romantic Times: Vegas: Book 3
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The Excelsior Hotel and Casino. Built in Las Vegas in 1960 by mobster Louis “The Lip” LaFica. For decades the towering
hotel has been the subject of incredible stories and rumors that have kept it in the public eye the world around. Why have
so many lovers been mysteriously, magically, magnetically drawn to this magnificent edifice? And why now have so many
bestselling authors at last come together to reveal the adventures of these lovers who have stayed at the glorious
Excelsior?

The New York Times Theater Reviews
Expecting the Rancher's Baby?
Graham's Illustrated Magazine of Literature, Romance, Art, and Fashion
Intimate Enemies
Born into wealth in New Orleans in 1795 and married into misery fifteen years later, the Baroness Micaela Almonester de
Pontalba led a life ripe for novelization. Intimate Enemies, however, is the spellbinding true account of this resilient
woman's life -- and the three men who most affected its course. Immediately upon marrying Célestin de Pontalba, Micaela
was removed to his family's estate in France. For twenty years her father-in-law attempted to drive her to abandon Célestin;
by law he could then seize control of her fortune. He tried dozens of strategies, including at one point instructing the entire
Pontalba household to pretend she was invisible. Finally, in 1834, the despairing elder Pontalba trapped Micaela in a
bedroom and shot her four times before turning his gun on himself. Miraculously, she survived. Five years later, after
securing both a separation from Célestin and legal power over her wealth, Micaela focused her attention on building,
following in the footsteps of her late, illustrious father, Andrés Almonester. Her Parisian mansion, the Hôtel Pontalba, is
today the official residence of the American embassy in France; and her Pontalba Buildings, which flank Jackson's Square in
New Orleans, form together with her father's St. Louis Cathedral, Presbytere, and Cabildo one of the loveliest architectural
complexes in America. As for Célestin, he eventually suffered a total physical and mental breakdown and begged Micaela to
return. She did so, caring for him for the next twenty-three years until her death in 1874. In Intimate Enemies, Christina
Vella embroiders the compelling story of the Almonester-Pontalba alliance against a richly woven background of the events
and cultures of two centuries and two vivid societies. She provides a window into the yellow fever epidemics that raged in
New Orleans; the rebuilding of Paris, the Paris Commune uprising, and the Second Empire of Napoleon III; European ideas of
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power, class, money, marriage, and love during the baroness' lifetime and their inflection in the New World setting of New
Orleans; medical treatments, legal procedures, imperial court life, banking practices, and much more. Combining the
historian's meticulous research with the biographer's exacting knowledge of her subject and the novelist's gift for narrative,
Vella has crafted a rare cross-genre work that will capture the imagination and admiration of every reader.

The Secret Twin
Collection of poetry and haiku written 2008-2009. A continuation of the writing featured in my first book "Carriage Returns,"
I continue my exploration of love, passion, and romance.

My Gallant Enemy
Marston Lynch; his life and times, his friends and enemies, his victories and defeats, his kicks
and halfpence. A personal biography [A novel.] With portrait, and a memoir of the author by
George Augustus Sala
New York Journal of Romance, General Literature, Science and Art
From bestselling author Rexanne Becnel, this classic romance is the beguiling tale of two souls cast together by fate. Like
all her historical novels, The Rose of Blacksword speaks to a love that resonates throughout the ages. Lady Rosalynde of
Stanwood has the power to entice men to deeds of reckless daring. And none is so rash and bold as the condemned outlaw
known as Blacksword. In return for safe escort to her ancestral castle, Rosalynde is forced to marry the rogue, never
dreaming that holy wedlock will fan the flames of unholy desire. Wielder of the coveted Blacksword, with the fate of his
noble name resting on his massive shoulders, Sir Aric of Wycliffe lives to bring death to his treacherous nemesis—until his
heart is bested by the enchanting maiden who saved him from the hangman’s noose. Bound together by ancient custom,
the brazen knight demands nothing less than Rose’s total surrender. But even as revenge and honor war within him, he is
undone by the most seductive conqueror of all: wild, irresistible love. Includes a special message from the editor, as well as
excerpts from these Loveswept titles: Tender, Loving Cure, Spellbound, and This Fierce Splendor.

A Billion Times No
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Everything’s bigger in Texas, even surprises! Rodeo superstar Houston Calloway lives to chase championships. But an injury
sends him straight to Jill Amherst, aka world’s toughest athletic trainer, then home to the sprawling family estate—with Jill
in tow. Of course his brother offered her a job at the ranch. She’s highly qualified, but now Houston can’t get the greeneyed beauty out of his mind. Rolling in the hay with Houston is a lot more fun than butting heads on the rodeo circuit. But
unexpected consequences have Jill wondering what’s next with this bull-riding risk taker. Can he find a new dream to
chase—a family of his own? Expecting the Rancher’s Baby? is part of the Texas Extreme series.

The Human Interest Library: Our country in romance
Know Your Heart (A Small Town Enemies to Lovers Romance)
Wholesome Maggie Kirk had always been wary of commanding cowboy Clint Raygen. So if her best friend's forbidding older
brother rubbed her the wrong way, how come she'd chosen his ranch to recover from a broken heart? She knew the
dangers that her foe posedyet every time she crossed paths with the hard-edged cattle rancher, her pulse would race out of
control. Maggie secretly dreamed of awakening to womanhood in Clint's powerful embracebut did these sweet enemies
have a shot at becoming lifelong lovers?

Irresistible Enemy: Destiny Romance
They Called Us Enemy
The New York Times Theatre Reviews 1999-2000
His nickname's Sexy Satan. For the past three years I've called him boss.So why is he telling everyone that he's my
boyfriend?Working for Chase Lancaster was supposed to catapult my marketing career. Instead, I'm trapped in personal
assistant hell. His hobbies include barking orders, torpedoing my advertising campaigns, and reducing the office staff to
tears.On a good day, he acts like I'm invisible. On a bad day, I remind myself arsenic is not an acceptable sweetener for
coffee. And prison orange would be murder on my complexion.Imagine my surprise when Chase follows me home to Bitter
End, North Carolina, where I'm about to endure my ex-fiancé's wedding.The moment he chases off my date and offers to
pose as my boyfriend, I know he's got a hidden agenda--especially when he plays the part a little too convincingly.
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Unfortunately, I have to play along to find out what he's really up to.To satisfy the town gossip squad, I'll have to let him
kiss me. Who knew Satan's lips were so soft and inviting? And if we're really playing the part, we'll have to go to Lover's
Lane - testing my willpower beyond its limits.The more time we spend together outside the office, though, the more I see a
different side of him. He's still bossy and demanding, but is it wrong that I find it kind of, well hot?This wedding is bound to
be hell, so I might as well spend it in the arms of a sexy devil.

Hate Me or Love Me: An Enemies to Lovers Romance Collection
What Do I Read Next?
"Barbara Freethy knows how to tell a fantastic story and FALLING FOR A STRANGER is no exception. If you're looking for a
great feel good read with a bit of action and mystery, this book is for you!" Lesley Ria is as sexy and sultry as a warm
tropical night and as beautifully dangerous as the island drinks she serves at the beachside bar on Isla de los Suenos -- The
Island of Dreams. But Ria is not as carefree as she appears, and the pretense is wearing her down. One night she risks
everything to escape from reality. Drew Callaway is a former Navy pilot and rescue operative looking for his own escape
from a life that has seen too much tragedy. Meeting Ria is like embracing the sun, and their single night together is lifechanging. But the dream quickly fades when Ria is killed in a tragic accident at sea. Months later, thousands of miles away
from where they first met, Drew sees a woman who looks just like Ria. She claims her name is Tory, and that they've never
met before, but he can see that she's in trouble, and he can't walk away. He's going to save her whether she wants it or
not. Drew isn't afraid of a little danger, but can he risk losing his heart to a beautiful stranger? What the readers are
saying… "I love The Callaways! Heartwarming romance, intriguing suspense and sexy alpha heroes. What more could you
want?" — NYT Bestselling Author Bella Andre "I love the Callaways and FALLING FOR A STRANGER just makes me love their
family even more." --All Night Books "I love the mystery and the love of family that is shown through this series. I just can't
get enough of the Callaways." Julie on FALLING FOR A STRANGER "FALLING FOR A STRANGER is such a great read! I've read
it three times couldn't put it down." Laura "I absolutely love going back to the Callaways family, so tight knit and lots of
love, laughter and in between. I loved reading about Drew and Ria in FALLING FOR A STRANGER. It was great to see all the
obstacles and then some that they went through. I can't wait to continue on with this series. 5 Stars!" Marisela "Drew and
Ria are the ultimate star-crossed lovers in FALLING FOR A STRANGER. With secrets around every corner this is a book that
has to be read to be believed. Favorite of the Callaway series!" Isha "I adore The Callaways, a family we'd all love to have.
Each new book is a deft combination of emotion, suspense and family dynamics. A remarkable, compelling series!" — USA
Today Bestselling Author Barbara O'Neal Also Available: The Callaways On A Night Like This #1 So This Is Love #2 Falling
For a Stranger #3 Between Now and Forever #4 Nobody But You #5 – (Novella) All A Heart Needs #6 That Summer Night
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#7 When Shadows Fall #8 Somewhere Only We Know #9 The Callaway Cousins If I Didn't Know Better #1 Tender Is The
Night #2 Take Me Home #3 (Novella) Closer To You #4 Once You're Mine #5 Can't Let Go #6 Secrets We Keep #7 Whisper
Lake Spin-Off Series Always With Me #1 My Wildest Dream #2 Can't Fight The Moonlight #3 Just One Kiss #4

Your Spouse Is Not Your Enemy!
The Rose of Blacksword
Kate Bradshaw believes she's married the man of her dreams until she discovers the truth. Her marriage to Alec Bradshaw
is built on lies and Alec's real reason for their worldwind romance and marriage has nothing to do with love.

An Enemy to the King
The Tammany Times
Cassie Bowtell adores her idyllic life in the bush and after a chance encounter by the roadside, even her love life is looking
up. So when a housing estate is planned right next door to Cassie's beautiful rural property, she vows to fight it with
everything she has. Wealthy businessman Hart Huntingdon can't stop thinking about the mystery woman he met in the
country. And then he discovers Cassie is the one of the people responsible for holding up his plans and doing her best to
turn the locals against him. With both of them firmly believing they are in the right, Cassie and Hart are soon locked into
battle, a battle every bit as fierce and passionate as their growing obsession with each other. But sometimes love has a way
of bringing happiness where it's least expected

Enemies in Love
The Chinese Times
One unwanted gift. Tony Solomon never wanted to be a time traveler. But a brush with death leaves him a time
traveler—and an unwilling initiate in the Saturn Society, a secret society of those with his ability. One great wrong. Tony
vows to use his gift to prevent his daughter’s murder—if he could figure out how. Never mind that this violates the Society’s
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highest law, branding him an Enemy for a crime he has yet to commit. Determined to thwart the Society, he seeks help
from Charlotte, the woman whose life he saved decades before he was born. One chance to make things right… Tony jumps
to 1933 in search of answers, but lands on the wrong side of the Society, a fugitive on the run. Thrilled, yet terrified to see
her childhood hero, Charlotte offers him sanctuary…and unexpected love. But Charlotte hides a terrible secret: loyal to the
Society, she must bring to justice those who manipulate time for their own gain. By sheltering Tony, she faces a terrible
choice: condemn the man she loves and to whom she owes her life, or deny her deepest convictions by helping him escape,
and risk sharing his sentence. Not your typical time travel romance, Time’s Enemy creates a wonderful blend of romance
and science fiction, an exciting adventure through time rich in action, romance, and history.

Seducing the Enemy
Falling For A Stranger (Callaways, #3)
This volume is a comprehensive collection of critical essays on The Taming of the Shrew, and includes extensive discussions
of the play's various printed versions and its theatrical productions. Aspinall has included only those essays that offer the
most influential and controversial arguments surrounding the play. The issues discussed include gender, authority, female
autonomy and unruliness, courtship and marriage, language and speech, and performance and theatricality.

Robert Kennedy and His Times
Lectures on ancient history, from the earliest times to the taking of Alexandria by Octavianus,
tr. from the Germ. ed. of M. Niebuhr, by L. Schmitz, with additions and corrections from his
own MS. notes
George Takei has captured hearts and minds worldwide with his captivating stage presence and outspoken commitment to
equal rights. But long before he braved new frontiers in Star Trek, he woke up as a four-year-old boy to find his own birth
country at war with his father's--and their entire family forced from their home into an uncertain future. In a stunning
graphic memoir, Takei revisits his haunting childhood in American concentration camps, as one of over 100,000 Japanese
Americans imprisoned by the U.S. government during World War II. Experience the forces that shaped an American
icon--and America itself--in this gripping tale of courage, country, loyalty, and love.
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Sweet Enemy
Romantic Confessions
Connie Brockway’s novel of unexpected love begins with a series of letters between a world-weary adventurer and the
beautiful suffragette whose passion calls him home. “Dear Mr. Thorne, For the next five years, I will profitably manage this
estate. I will deliver to you an allowance and I will prove that women are just as capable as men.” Lillian Bede is shocked
when she is tapped to run the affairs of an exquisite country manor. But she accepts the challenge, taking the opportunity
to put her politics into practice. There’s only one snag: Lily’s ward, the infuriating, incorrigible globe-trotter Avery Thorne.
“My Dear Miss Bede, Forgive me if I fail to shudder. Pray, do whatever you bloody well want, can, or must.” Avery’s
inheritance is on hiatus after his uncle dies—and his childhood home is in the hands of some domineering usurper. But
when he finally returns, Avery finds that his antagonist is not at all what he expected. In fact, Lily Bede is stunning, exotic,
provocative—and impossible to resist. Includes a special message from the editor, as well as excerpts from other Loveswept
titles.

The New York Times Current History of the European War
When the landlady from hell becomes the one woman he can’t live without… Kicked off a movie set, actress Savannah
Payne flees to her vacation house in Bounty Bay to prepare for the audition of a lifetime. Only a stubborn, sexy lawyer is
currently renting it and he won’t budge an inch. Not even when she uses every weapon in her arsenal to drive him out of his
mind. But all’s fair in love and war, including his kisses that make her want to surrender. Glen Cooper needs a distractionfree month to finish writing his first novel and he’s found the perfect spot. As a lawyer he knows his legal rights, and the selfabsorbed woman who doesn’t remember the night he once saved her won’t weaken his resolve. Too bad he’s fighting a
battle of attraction that he just can’t win. With Savannah returning soon to Hollywood, could falling in love could be the
truce needed for her to stay? KNOW YOUR HEART is the second story in Tracey Alvarez’s Bounty Bay series, set against the
stunning backdrop of Aotearoa, New Zealand. If you like heart-warming, sexy & seductive small-town romances, you’ll love
sharing the journey with these authentic men and women struggling to find their special someone. Welcome to Bounty Bay,
where the reward of true love is a price only some are willing to pay. Download your copy of Know Your Heart today and
uncover the secret lives and hidden passions simmering in New Zealand’s sultry, subtropical Far North. Intended for mature
18+ aged readers who enjoy their romance on the sensual side. Praise for the Bounty Bay series! "Reading a book by
Tracey Alvarez is like taking a mini vacation to my imagined little happy place in New Zealand." ~ Spellbound Book Reviews
"Tracey now is included among some of my fav authors from the Southern Hemisphere. Rosalind James and Natalie Gayle
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fans will love Tracey's books." ~ Retailer review "Tracey Alvarez has written a finely crafted, well written romance. Sexy and
delightful and full of family values." ~The Book Date "Her writing style will keep you hanging on to every word and feeling
the characters’ heartbreak right along with them." ~ Rachel Lawrence Books Don’t miss any of the Bounty Bay books! Book
1: Hide Your Heart. Featuring Lauren and Nate. Book 2: Know Your Heart. Featuring Savannah and Glen. Book 3: Teach Your
Heart. Featuring Gracie and Owen. Book 4: Mend Your Heart. Featuring Natalie and Isaac. Book 5: Break Your Heart.
Featuring Vanessa and Sam. Book 6: Tame Your Heart. Featuring Tui and Kyle. Book 7: Trust Your Heart. Featuring Allison
and Tanner. Keywords: small town romance, romance series, New Zealand romance, contemporary romance, sexy
romance, actress, author, beach romance, coastal romance, romance with kids, enemies to lover, family saga, boy next
door, heart-warming, sensual, escape down under, family relationships, friendship, multicultural, Maori culture, friends with
benefits, affair, heartwarming romance, family relationships, sweet and sexy romance, exotic foreign romance, vacation
romance, beach reads, summer reads

My Dearest Enemy
In this “delicious medieval love story,” a noblewoman is forced to honor a long-ago betrothal to a ruthless warrior—who is
now her family’s bitter enemy (Romantic Times). Lady Lilliane was betrothed to Corbett of Colchester at the age of
fourteen, long before their families became sworn enemies. Years later, Corbett unexpectedly turns up to claim his beautiful
bride and, by contract, her valuable dowry: Castle Orrick. Suspecting some royal intrigue lies behind Corbett’s sudden
desire for this marriage, Lilliane vows she will never lie in his bed. But what fate awaits Lilliane—and all England—if she
resists him? And what darker fate if she surrenders? This “sensual romance set in 13th-century England” marked the awardwinning debut of this USA Today–bestselling author (Publishers Weekly).

Best of Enemies
Earliest times to the death of Robert Bruce, 1329
Republished for the centenary of the Entente Cordiale, this new edition of Best of Enemies gives an entertaining and
perceptive overview of Anglo-French relations. Updated to include the Anglo-French disagreements over the second Gulf
War, this is an extensively revised edition of a book that was widely praised when it first appeared in 1995. Robert Gibson
gives a lucid and lively account of the love-hate relationship between the English and the French that has lasted for more
than a thousand years. Richly illustrated with cartoons from both sides of the Channel, this intelligent and well-documented
study will appeal to anyone interested in the history of English and French relations. Reviews of the previous edition "Best
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of Enemies is a thoroughly absorbing - and at times hilarious - study of 800 years of hostilities and misunderstandings
between our nations." Tom Hibbert, The Mail on Sunday "Copious quotation plus a pleasingly crisp style combine to make
this a very attractive and readable volume. Just the thing to consult en route to the gnte." Michhle Roberts, The
Independent "This is a readable and scholarly enhancement of the understanding of our diplomatic and military history over
nearly a thousand years." Alan Clark, The Daily Telegraph "[A] highly readable account of Anglo-French relations over the
past millennium . the perspectives Gibson offers are welcome and timely." A.C. Grayling, The Financial Times

Sleeping With The Enemy
A “New & Noteworthy” selection of The New York Times Book Review “Alexis Clark illuminates a whole corner of unknown
World War II history.” —Walter Isaacson, New York Times bestselling author of Leonardo da Vinci “[A]n irresistible human
story. . . . Clark’s voice is engaging, and her tale universal.” —Jon Meacham, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Thomas
Jefferson: The Art of Power and American Lion: Andrew Jackson in the White House A true and deeply moving narrative of
forbidden love during World War II and a shocking, hidden history of race on the home front This is a love story like no
other: Elinor Powell was an African American nurse in the U.S. military during World War II; Frederick Albert was a soldier in
Hitler’s army, captured by the Allies and shipped to a prisoner-of-war camp in the Arizona desert. Like most other black
nurses, Elinor pulled a second-class assignment, in a dusty, sun-baked—and segregated—Western town. The army figured
that the risk of fraternization between black nurses and white German POWs was almost nil. Brought together by unlikely
circumstances in a racist world, Elinor and Frederick should have been bitter enemies; but instead, at the height of World
War II, they fell in love. Their dramatic story was unearthed by journalist Alexis Clark, who through years of interviews and
historical research has pieced together an astounding narrative of race and true love in the cauldron of war. Based on a
New York Times story by Clark that drew national attention, Enemies in Love paints a tableau of dreams deferred and of
love struggling to survive, twenty-five years before the Supreme Court’s Loving decision legalizing mixed-race
marriage—revealing the surprising possibilities for human connection during one of history’s most violent conflicts.
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